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NEW COURSES

ART 101c--Art Today. 3 credits. The function of the minor arts and industrial design in the environment of man. A brief survey of historical material; presentation of criteria for developing aesthetic awareness.


HISTORY 243c--United States History I: to 1860. 5 credits. The colonial, revolutionary, and early periods embracing political, social, and cultural development.


COURSES DROPPED

Health Education 100c--Health Essentials

DESCRIPTION CHANGES

ART 100c--Introduction to Art. 3 credits. A survey of the graphic and plastic arts, emphasizing the study of painting, print, sculpture, and architecture, their sources, trends, and relationship to human experience.


EDUCATION 343c--Educating Exceptional Children--has been changed to a 3 credit course costing $24.

ENGINEERING DRAWING I is the revised title for Mechanical Drawing I as shown on page 13 of the catalog.

MATHEMATICS 147c--Geometry--is a non credit course.

HISTORY 100c--Growth of American Democracy--will not apply toward a degree at Central for people who are under the 1964-65 general catalog or later.